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I acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land on which I
walk and paint, the Dja Dja Wurrung and the Wadawurrung people,
and pay my respects to Elders past, present and emerging.

19th century poets praised "the sublime" –
the splendour and scale of waterfalls, forests,
great mountains and other environments –
for their capacity to elevate us above the
drudge of our daily concerns. Even today,
time spent alone in the wilderness provides a
realistic scale with which to weigh our woes
and measure our self-importance.
Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory

The Great Pause
It‘s been a tough time for everyone.The pandemic has
given many of us more than enough time to take stock of
our lives.An uncomfortably long period of inactivity to
face a number of realities about our mortality and about
what, in the end, matters most to us.
In some ways, artists have fared better than most.
Never ones to shy away from solitary introspection and
the examined life, the prospect of being forced into our
studio spaces and not allowed to leave for weeks on end
is a mixed blessing, but a blessing nonetheless.While the
leaflet under our windscreen wiper might exhort us to
turn our spare time into cash, artists often wish they
could turn their spare cash into time.The pandemic lockdowns have given us the opportunity to do just that: live
on our savings, if we’re lucky, and not leave the studio
space except for food.
So, being able to weather the pandemic better than
many, and having no medical training, I feel there is an
onus on me to create work that helps others and shares
the sense of peace that so many of us crave right now. I
don’t want to simply comment on life during COVID. I
want to help in some way.
The title of this collection reflects a central tenet in
my work. In the past, after experiencing bereavement and
grief, I have found solace in the natural environment –
particularly in forests and mountains – to help me cope
with and process loss. Weeks spent wandering in lightning-lit and sun-scoured Spanish mountains and, by way of

contrast, in the deep green forests of the Pacific Northwest have been, for me, central to recovery from trauma.
I've been lucky. Not everyone has the wherewithal to
experience solitude for weeks on end. A length of time
such that your voice, when you come to use it after days
on the trail, is a stranger's voice. My paintings are

informed by, and share the benefits of, solitude.
And light. Light pervades and activates the environments in all my work. Light animates: on cloudy, windy
days patches of forest or rocky outcrop are lit, briefly
given centre stage, and then dimmed again as the clouds
move on. Light makes the ordinary, extraordinary.

The title, then, is a bit of linguistic chicanery. In Scottish
Gaelic solas means light, and in Spanish it means alone.
Solitude and light: for me, the basic ingredients of solace.
This collection offers just that: an unfashionable
escape from 24/7 anxiety; a respite from the daily litany
of exposure sites, revised restrictions, new cases, deaths.
Such art is generous. It doesn’t smack you round the
head with the artist’s angst, nor exhume all the evils of
the world and lay them out for you in sharp focus. Such
art simply hopes to cheer you up a bit.And, perhaps, help
you find your own road map out of all this.
I worked for many years for a non-profit, based at
the Eden Project in Cornwall, UK.The Sensory Trust is
dedicated to improving access to the natural world – and
its consequent benefits – for people who are usually
excluded by reason of ability, age or social circumstances.
Much of the Trust’s work had its roots in a piece of
research conducted by Roger Ulrich in the 70s and 80s.
His paper View Through a Window May Influence Recovery
from Surgery outlined the benefits of a view of the natural
world for patients recovering from surgery. Those
patients with a view of trees from their bed recovered
faster, required fewer analgesics, and had fewer post-operative complications than patients for whom a brick wall
was their only outlook.
In Japan, Shinrin-yoku, or forest bathing, was developed in the 1980s in response to alarming increases in
incidences of karoshi (death by overwork) and karojisatsu
(overwork suicide). Studies have shown forest bathing
improves sleep quality, mood and stress levels, and
reduces the incidence of heart attacks and suicide.
The idea that contact with the natural world is ben-

The face you make when you’re enjoying the outdoor environment

eficial to us underpins all the work in this collection. My
aim is to distill the essence of my sensory experience of
the forest into images that will share some of the benefits
of being out there.
For that reason, I’m not overly concerned with how
a place looks so much as how it feels. In the same way a
composer will choose a key for a piece of music, colour
palettes are chosen by instinct to create the mood of the
work, rather than for “realism”. Multiple focal points in
the works reflect the seemingly chaotic nature of this
area, and give the viewer’s eye permission to wander at
will: an explorative saunter rather than a carefully com-

posed path. I try to avoid neat compositions, and to avoid
tidying things up within the painting.There’s beauty in this
land, and it’s messy.
I spend a lot of time on foot in the bush, and my
paintings and drawings reflect this movement.They have a
strong rhythm to them. I feel the trees and shadows like
music – like beats in a bar – and I often find myself tapping
out the rhythm of the marks across the canvas. Movement
too creates parallax, that effect of inanimate objects shifting position depending on your viewpoint. My works capture some of this movement.Trees and branches are often
broken by overlapping brushstrokes: seen then not seen.
My paintings are also concerned with memories. I
draw and photograph out in the bush to capture often
fleeting moments of light, but my large paintings are all
made in the studio. Here I have time for reflection and to
“weigh my woes” as Simon Schama puts it.Time edits
memories into what was important on that day, and distills a strong single image from a mass of impressions.
So, please, enjoy this collection catalogue if you can’t
make it to my studio to see the works, have a chat and a
cup of tea.The book is divided into paintings at the front,
and drawings at the back. The paintings are made in the
studio, while the drawings are made in the bush around
Ballarat and represent my initial reactions to the environment.They are the raw material for the paintings and,
although black and white, often contain the cackle of
kookaburras and the chill of early morning mist.
Lars Stenberg, Ballarat, October 2021

Solas II, 2021, acrylic on linen, H102 cm x W127 cm

Solas V, 2021, acrylic on linen, H102 cm x W127 cm

Luxe, Calme et Volupté I, 2020, acrylic on linen, H122 cm x W153 cm

Moment of Clarity I, 2020, acrylic on linen, H122 cm x W153 cm

Solas I, 2020, acrylic on linen, H102 cm x W128 cm

Duty of Hope, 2021, acrylic on linen, H102 cm x W128 cm

A Bigger Flood, 2018, acrylic on linen, H102 cm x W102 cm

Pause : Reset, 2021, acrylic on linen, H82 cm x W102 cm

Morning Flood I, 2020, acrylic on linen, H82 cm x W102 cm

Luxe, Calme et Volupté II, 2020, acrylic on linen, H82 cm x W102 cm

Solas III, 2021, acrylic on linen, H82 cm x W102 cm

Solas IV, 2021, acrylic on linen, H82 cm x W102 cm

▲ Drawing 9, 2020, digital drawing
► Drawing 12, 2020, digital drawing

◄ Drawing 15, 2020, digital drawing
▲ Drawing 17, 2020, digital drawing

▲ Drawing 24, 2021, digital drawing
► Drawing 18, 2021, digital drawing

◄ Drawing 23, 2021, digital drawing
▲ Drawing 25, 2021, digital drawing

▲ Drawing 35, 2021, digital drawing
► Drawing 30, 2021, digital drawing

▲ Drawing 22, 2020, digital drawing

USEFUL STUFF
th

The Open Studio is on the 5 December 2021.At other
times it is by appointment only and is located in the
back yard of my house at:
216 Errard Street South
Ballarat Central
VIC 3350
Email me: larsstenberg106@gmail.com
Join the mailing list at: www.larsstenberg.net
Follow me: instagram.com/lars_stenberg_paintings

PRE-SALES

Maybe you like a piece and don’t want to wait until the
open studio only to find it has been sold. Email me to
arrange a pre-sales/preview visit beforehand.

PRICES

It seemed a shame to spoil this catalogue with something
as tawdry as a price list. More importantly, pieces
sometimes sell before the open studio and a printed list
quickly goes out of date. Email me for a current price and
availability list.

COVID

Entry is subject to whatever the current government
guidelines stipulate.Along with QR codes and vax
certificates, this also means that I may be unable to offer
refreshments on the day. So the promise of a cup of tea
was a lie then, Lars? More like a statement of intent, made
in good faith, weeks before we could possibly know what
the ever-changing situation may bring. In the meantime I’ll
just keep my fingers crossed this can go ahead as planned.
Keep abreast of changes and news either by signing up to
my email list or following me on Instagram.

STOCKROOM
There are lots of other works in the studio besides this
collection and you’re welcome to browse those too.

WHATEVER NEXT?
Making art just goes on and on. I can’t help myself.
I have, for the moment, drawn a line under the Solas
series. I have two other series bubbling away and one of
those will be the next open studio. Maybe in about a year
or two? I’d be the last one to ask. Decades of working to
deadlines have made me reluctant to bring that sort of
thing to my art making.
So, the next collection might be inspired by our current climate fun and games with the recurring La Niña
events that we seem to be enjoying. I’ve been out in the
Western District sketching those big threatening skies and
there’s a lot of drama going on. Hold on to your hat.
The other series is a lot more domestic: a series of
nocturnes from evening walks in the 5km bubble round
the streets near my house.
I’ve absolutely no idea which of these themes will
grab me and form the next open studio – might be a different theme altogether – so keep yourself in the loop by
following me on Instagram.You can also check my web
site, although that usually runs about six months behind
reality.Way to drive traffic to your web site, Stenberg.

▲ Extreme Weather Warning 1, 2021, digital drawing
► Evening Rhythm 1, 2020, oil on linen H82 cm x W 102cm

HISTORY
CVs are dry old things, and you won’t find one here.
Born1963 Scotland Arr 2005 as it says on the
museum label. Long before I “arr’ed” I studied fine art at
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee. My
paintings then were realist/surrealist/pop art inspired
pieces in a style that became identified as part of the
Dundee Imagist group.Although I don’t remember
belonging to a group at the time, it is gratifying to be
included, and makes me feel like a Fauve or something.
I went on to have solo exhibitions in Scotland,
London and New York.This was back in the days when
Scottish painting and painters were the darlings of the
New York gallery scene and I was far too young to
understand my good fortune or capitalise on it in any way.
Around 1994 I had an epiphany of sorts, largely as a
result of a minor illness rather than religious conviction,
and began to paint landscapes and experiment with
colour. It felt right, and I felt like I was becoming
something like a whole well-rounded person.
In 2000 bereavement set me on a trajectory that
eventually led to Australia, via the Eden Project in
Cornwall. Over the next five years I painted little and
devoted myself to the organisation’s twin focii of
environment and accessibility. I’m proud to say that my
team’s work on access to outdoor environments is the
backbone of accessibility policy for major landowners like

the National Trust and English Heritage in the UK and, to
some extent, in Australia. Big up Nillumbik Shire!
Five years of that and the images were beginning to
build up inside me to an almost crippling extent.That
sounds a touch melodramatic, but I reckon if you ask
most creatives they’ll know that feeling: we make art or
music or writing mostly to de-clutter our minds so we
can get through the day.
After a visit to Australia I settled in Melbourne.A
little later I got a job teaching art at what was then
University of Ballarat and here I am. Do I ever get
homesick for Scotland? Sometimes.And when I do, I just
go stand on Lydiard Street in the drizzle. Just like home.
Fortunately I’m able to devote a lot of time – even
more when a pandemic halts employment – to exploring
and understanding the new environments I find myself in,
and getting to grips with the thousands of years of history
that’s written on the land. Painting is a big part of that
process.
I’m glad to say that the results of these explorations
are cheering up public places like St John of God hospital,
and people’s homes across Victoria. I have had a few
exhibitions locally over the years, and now it’s time to try
something different.This is the first open studio I’ve done,
and it’s a bit exciting.
See you there.
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